
The Solution For 
Innovative And Targeted 
Voter Engagement
In preparation for the upcoming campaign season, Xandr has enhanced 
the digital advertising capabilities for political media buyers. Xandr Invest, 
the strategic buying platform built for the future of digital advertising, offers 
advanced optimization and a dedicated political buying workflow that is 
compliant with all state regulations. This expanded functionality enables 
candidates to improve audience targeting and reach voters at key 
moments, across devices and on premium video inventory.

Why Xandr Invest for Political Advertisers

Access Premium Brand-Safe Inventory

As voters increasingly engage with more premium 
video content, access premium video inventory 
across all digital formats and channels, including 
livestream and Connected TV. With Xandr Invest, 
you can tap into the world’s second largest 
marketplace to reach target voters.
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Reach Target Voters at Scale and Across Screens

Interact strategically and holistically with voters on 
touchpoints across their devices. Leveraging our 
direct integrations with major political data 
providers, along with our proprietary ID Graph 
and cross-screen capabilities, you can start to 
reach voters wherever they consume content. 

Harness a Powerful and Flexible Platform

Activate voter data and customize your 
campaigns on our platform. Adjust your bidding 
pattern on Xandr Invest to scale campaign reach 
during moments of high political activity. By using 
Custom Spend Curves, you won’t miss the 
opportunity to engage with your target audiences 
at key moments in the campaign cycle. 

Drive Efficiencies with New Intuitive Functionality

Save time and resources by using our intuitive UI, 
tailored to your needs. Xandr’s dedicated 
workflow for political campaigns is compliant with 
US regulations across all states. Along with our 
premier customer service, the platform will set you 
up quickly to get the most out of your digital 
budget during this busy political season. 



Platform Enhancements for Political Buyers

What our customers are saying

Xandr, with LiveRamp, offered us a novel approach 
compared to other GOTV campaigns we've run. The 
use of privacy-conscious, people-based identifiers 
allowed us to isolate the effect of our work with a 
degree of accuracy we never thought possible.”

—Kathryn Peters
COO, Democracy Works
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About Xandr

At Xandr Inc, we bring together our core assets across 
premium content, data, and technology to create a 
premium advertising marketplace that helps marketers 
understand and reach their target audiences more 
effectively and across screens at scale. 

Successfully drive 
toward donations using  
our CPA optimization for 
prospecting campaigns

Access Premium Inventory

Across Formats and Devices

Display Native Connected TVMobile Desktop Video

Automatically adjust the 
distribution of ad spend 
to optimize for reach 
during important 
political debates


